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Combining the Functional and the Relational Model 

A. T. M. Aerts, P. M. E. De Bra and K. M. van Hee 
Eindhoven University of Technology 

August 31, 1990 

Abstract 

Tlus paper combines the expressive power of the Functional and the Relational Model. Willie 
the Functional Data Model is a powerful and intuitive tool for translating a real-world situation 
into a data model, the Relational Model has been studied much more extensively, resulting in 
a thorough knowledge of the properties of constraints, and the expressive power of query and 
update languages. 

Given the existence of a Relational Representation Scheme for every Functional Structure 
Scheme we can combine a data language for the relational model with that of the Functional 
Model to obtain a richer data language for the combined Functional and Relational Data Model. 

In tlus paper we present a fiI'St order language wluch operates on the combined Functional and 
Relational scheme. In this (formal) language one can easily formulate constraints, queries and 
updates, mixing functional and relational constructs. 
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1 Introduction 

The Relational Database Model [3, 4, 6] provides a solid theoretical background for reasoning 
about databases, for formulating queries and updates, and for describing constraints. However, 
modeling a real-world situation using a relational database is non-trivial at best. One Catllot 
easily atld intuitively define relations and constraints that form a useful and efficient represen
tation of the real-world situation. The Functional Data Model does provide such an intuitive 
tool, and has been proven successful in many database-design projects performed by students. 
A graphical representation of objects, functions, and several types of constraints enables the 
designer to generate a visualization of the database scheme that can easily be understood by 
non-experts. 

In order to use the Functional Data Model in real applications, an algorithm has been developed 
to generate a relational database scheme from a functional scheme. [2] This algorithm is not 
entirely automatic: the user sometimes has to make a choice whether or not to generate separate 
relations, mostly when resolving so called is_a relationships. In any case the algorithm produces 
a relational database scheme in Boyce-Codd Normal Form. 

The approach until now has always been to model the real world using the functional model, 
then convert the functional scheme to a relational scheme, and then define constraints, queries 
and updates on the relational scheme. Tllis is not a desirable approach, since the functional 
scheme already represents some types of constraints, which have to be reformulated using the 
relational scheme. 

In this paper we describe a new (mathematical) data language, which operates on both the 
functional and the relational representation of a database. This not ouly enables the designer 
to select his preferred model for formulating a query, update or constraint, but also to define 
them using both representations in one aJ.ld the same expression. 

Because of the subject, and to limit the size of this paper, we assume that the reader is awat·e 
of the basic definitions of both the functional data model [2] and the relational model [4, 6]. 

2 Formalism 

The structure of a functional data model for an object system - the pat·t of the real world that 
is of interest to us - is specified by giving a structure scheme: 

Definition 2.1 Structure Scheme 
A structure scheme is a 4-tuple < 0, P, C, W> where 

0: a fulite set of nru.nes of object types. 

P: a triple specifying a finite set of property types; P = < F, D, R >, where 

F is a fulite set of nru.nes of property types: 0 n F = 0. 
D is a function which maps a property type to the object type wllich is called the domain 

type of the property type; so D E F --> O. 
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R is a fllllction which maps a property type to the object type which is called the range type 
of the property type; so REF --> O. 

C < Q, U, X >, a triple specifying standard constraints: 

Q: a fllllction which assigns to every property type a number of attributes: 
Q E F --> Vi, ... U 
IT ({ <total, {T,.l} >, <injective, {T,.l} >, <surjective, {T,.l} > })" 

U: a fllllction which assigns to an object type 0 E 0 the subsets of D-1(0) of names of 
property types, that are called the keys of this object type, so U E 0 --> P(P(F)). 

X: a fmlction which assigns to an object type 0 E 0 the subsets of D-1(0) of names of 
property types, that have mutually exclusive domains, so X E 0 --> P(P(F)). 

W: a set valued fllllction with dom(W) = 0, called the object world fllllction. 
holds that Q(f) E Vi, ... then W(D(f)) <;; W(R(f)) 

If for f E F it 

D 

The components 0, P and C specify the object types and the property types, that are included 
in the data model, and a nmnber of general constraints these types have to satisfy. W is a 
fllllction which associates a set of real world objects with (the name of) an object type. These 
sets do not have to be disjoint. On the contrary, if two object types at'e related to one another 
by an is-'l relationship, the set of real world objects corresponding to the subtype is required to 
be a subset of the set of objects for the supertype. 

The 0 and P components of the structure scheme specify a labeled, directed graph, in which 
the object types at'e nodes and the property types correspond to labeled, directed edges. Not 
every graph specified this way is acceptable as a structure scheme. When we select the subgraph 
< N, E > based on the property types with atl is..a·label with edges E = {f E F I Q(f) E V;s..a} 
and nodes N = {o EO I 3{J EEl 0 = D(f) V 0 = R(f)}}, this subgraph has to be free from 
cycles. Furthermore, if there is no directed path from at1 object type 01 E N to atl object type 
02 E N then 0" atld 02 correspond to disjoint sets of objects: W( 01) n W( 02) = 0. 

The is_a properties are required to be total and injective. Therefore we do not repeat them in 
U like the other injective properties. 

Example 2.1 Student-Professor database 
Figure 1 shows a small database, concerning students atld professors: 

The components < 0, P, C, W > in this example are: 

o = {address, natne, date, person, professor, student, atnollllt} 

P = <F,D,R>, where 

F = {lives at, called, born on, p-isa, s-isa, loan, scholarship} 

D = {(lives at, person), (called, person), (born on, person), (p-isa, professor), 
(s-isa, student), (loatl, student), (scholarship, student} 

lThis symbol denotes the Generalized Product: Let P be a set valued function, then 
IT (P) = {p I p is a function with domain dom(P) and 'Ix E dom(P) , p(x) E P(x)}, 
also, T = true, 1. = false; Vis_& is a set of (is_a-) labels, disjoint from F and O. 
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address date 

called 
lives at orn on 

amount 

professor student 

Figure 1: Ftmctional Student-Professor database scheme 

R = {(lives at, address), (called, name), (born on, date), (p-isa, person), (s-isa, person), 
(loan, amount), (scholarship, amount)} 

C = <Q,U,X>, where 

Q = {(lives at, ( < total, T >, < injective, 1. >, < surjective, 1. »), 
(called, ( < total, T >, < injective, 1. >, < surjective, 1. > )), 
(born on, ( < total, T >, < injective, 1. >, < surjective, 1. >)), 
(loan, ( < total, 1. >, < injective, 1. >, < surjective, 1. > )), 
(scholarship, « total, 1. >, < injective, 1. >, < surjective, 1. >)), 
(p-isa, is..aprofessor), (s-isa, is-B.student)} 

U = {(person, {called, born on})} 

X = {( student, {loan, scholarship} )} 

W = the function linking the object types in the database to the corresponding set of objects 
in the real world. This basically is the "meaning" of the database. 

From U we see (as shown in Figure 1) that the key properties for a person are his (her) name 
(property called) and date of birth (property born on). 

X tells us that a student cannot have both a loan and a scholarship at the same time. In some 
sense, having such properties which exclude each other is an alternative to creating subtypes 
(using is_a properties) in some simple cases. We could have created subtypes student-with-loan 
and student-with-scholarship, but even that would not necessarily have meant that a student 
camlOt have both a loan and a scholarship, just as a person can be both a professor and a student 
at the same time. o 

Given a structure scheme, we can describe the states of the object system in terms of a graph 
called the state graph. The nodes in this graph correspond to real world objects, the edges to 
the properties that relate pairs ofreal world objects. 

Definition 2.2 State Graph 
For a structure scheme < 0, P, C, W> a state graph is a function g such that 
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1. dom(g) = 0 u F. 

2. '10 EO: g(o) C W(o) and g(o) is finite. 

3. 'If E F: g(J) E g(D(J)) f+ g(R(J)).2 

4. 'If E F: Q(J) . total = T =;- g(J) is total 1\ 

Q(J) . injective = T =;- g(J) is injective 1\ 

Q(J) . surjective = T =;- g(J) is surjective 1\ 

Q(J) E Vi'-3 =;- g(J) is total and injective. 

5. 'If, hE F: (Q(f) E Vi,..a 1\ Q(h) E Vi, ... 1\ Q(J) = Q(h)) 

=;- (R(J) = R(h) 1\ rng(g(J)) n rng(g(h)) = 0). 

6. VoEO: VKeyEU(o):Vx,yE n dom(g(h)): 
hEKey 

('If E Key: g(J)(x) = g(J)(y)) =;- x = y. 

7. '10 E O:VExclEX(o):Vf"hEExcl: 

f, -I h =;- (dom(g(f,)) n dom(g(h)) = 0) 
o 

Basically what this definition says is that a state graph (and consequently the database instance, 
see Definition 2.5) must satisfy the constraints of the structure scheme. 

U sing a structure scheme we can describe the structure of the object system. In the next step 
of designing a relational database we need to specify how we will represent the objects in terms 
of relations and attributes. 

Definition 2.3 Relational Representation Scheme 
A relational representation scheme for a structure scheme < 0, P, C, W> is a 6- tuple 
<E,A, V,I,H,T> where: 

A: a finite set of names of attributes 

V: a function with dom(V) = A, which maps every attribute name a E A to a set of values 
V ( a), called attribute range, sometimes also called the domain of the attribute. 

H: a function, which maps every object type 0 E 0 to a set of attribute names H(o) <;; A, so 
HE 0 --> P(A). 

I: a function, which maps every object type 0 E 0 to a set of attribute names 1(0), which is 
called the primary key of 0, so lEO --> P(A) and '10 EO: 1(0) <;; H(o). 

E: a function, which maps every property type f E F to an injective function of attribute 
names to attribute nanles, such that: 

2The symbol f+ is used to denote a paf,tial/unction. 
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dom(E) = F and 

'If E F E(f) E I(R(f» --> H(D(f)) and 

'If E F : Va E I(R(f» : V(a) = V(E(f)(a») 

T: a function which maps each object type to a function which maps the identifying (primary 
key-) part of the representation of a real world object to the object itself, so dom(T) = 0, 
and 
'10 EO: T(o) E TI(V r 1(0» --> W(o). 

D 

Contrary to what people usually believe a (relational) representation scheme is not just an 
equivalent scheme in another formalism. It does not represent all information present in the 
structure scheme, (in particular, it does not repeat the constraints of the structure scheme,) but 
also, the structure scheme does not uniquely determine the relational representation scheme. 
The (functional) structure scheme is created in an early design phase, whereas the (relational) 
representation scheme is developed at a later stage, when getting closer to an implementation, 
and when filling in more details, like adding additional attributes. So the representation scheme 
contains new information. To clarify this in our example, we present a relational representation 
scheme for the Student-Professor database: 

ExalTIple 2.2 Relational Student-Professor database 
The components < E, A, V, I, H, T> of a possible relational representation scheme are: 

A = {street, state, zip, city, address, nalne, birthdate, S8#, enIpno, studno, loan, 
scholarship} 
These are the names of the attributes we will use in our relations. 

V = {(street, strings), (state, char[2]), (zip, numbers), (city, strings), (address, numbers), 
(name, strings), (birthdate, dates), (SS#, numbers), (empno, numbers), 
(studno, numbers), (loan, money), (scholarship, money)} 

where strings, char[2], numbers, dates, money denote the sets of all possible strings, 
strings of 2 characters, numbers, dates, and amounts of money. 

H = {(address, {address, street, state, zip, city}), (person, {SS#, address, name, birthdate}), 
(professor, {empno, SS#}), (student, {studno, SS#, loan, scholarship})} 

H defines headings of the tables. In principle the definition states that a heading must 
be produced for every object type. However, when no information is lost (tltis is for the 
designer to decide) the headings for tables with only one attribute may be omitted. We 
have chosen here not to define relations for the object types name, date and amount, as 
the corresponding information can be found in the person or student relations. Note also 
that we have added attributes (empno and studno) which are not present in the structure 
scheme. It is common to omit attributes in a structure scheme to trim down the graphical 
representation. (An alternative is to cut the scheme into logically meaningful subschemes.) 

I = {(address, {address}), (person, {SS#}), (professor, {empno}), (student, {studno})} 
I defines the primary keys. We have chosen the internal representation of an address, the 
social security nunlber of a person, the empno of a professor and the studno of a student. 
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(Again we have omitted the objects with only a single attribute, though the definition 
requires them.) Note that the objects may have more than one key. The relational repre
sentation scheme does not have an equivalent to U, the set of all keys for the objects, as 
present in the structure scheme. 

E = {(lives at, {( address, address)}), (p-isa, {(88#, 88#)}, (s-isa, {(88#, 88#)}} 
We again omit the renaming functions for the relations with only a single attribute: name, 
date and anlOunt. In our example the renaming does nothing. But it is possible to use 
different names for the "sanle" attribute in two relations. For instance, we could have 
renamed the 88# for a person to "tax-id" in the professor relation. 

T = a complicated function which maps each object to a function from the set of possible 
primal"J-key values for the representation of an object to the set of real-world objects. 
Basically, this is the equivalent of the object world function, but now for the relational 
representation. If the "person" object with name "Jolm Doe", and born on 1/1/1950 refers 
to a real person, then the tuple in the person-table with name "John Doe" and date of 
birth 1/1/1950 must refer to the same real person. 

D 

Note that the relational representation may involve the use of null values. This may happen 
when some functions are not total and it is guaranteed to happen when there are properties with 
mutually exclusive domains. In our example when a student has a loan, the scholarship-attribute 
must be null (and vice versa). These are so-called non-existence nulls, i.e. the value does not 
exist. (This in contrast to the more COllinon interpretation of "value exists but is mIknown") 

Definition 2.4 Conceptual Model 
A conceptual Inodel is a pair consisting of a structure scheIlle and a representation schelne. 0 

Definition 2.5 Database State 
For a conceptual model «:: 0, P, C, W >, < E, A, V,I, H, T > a database state is a fmlction s, 
such that: 

1. dom(s) = O. 

2. Vo EO: s(o) C [1(V r H(o)). 

3. There is a state graph 9 with dom(g) = 0 U F and 
Vo EO: g(o) = T(o)(s(o) Ir I(o)) 
VJEF: g(f)={<x,y>E g(D(f))xW(R(f)) I 
3z E s(D(f)) : T(D(f))(z f I(D(f))) = x II T(R(f))(z 0 E(f)) = y}. 

D 

Basically, this definition says that a database state is a (function mapping the set of names of 
object types to a) state graph and a corresponding set of relation instances (i. e. tables). By 
tying a database state to a state graph the constraints, expressed in the structure diagram, al'e 
imposed on the relational instances. 

At anyone tiIne there is a one to one relationship between the database state s and the corre
sponding state graph g. We call 9 "the" state graph of s. 
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Definition 2.6 State Space 
Given a conceptual model4::.0,P,C, W>,<E,A, V,1,H,T::?>, the state space S is the set of 
database states for that model. o 

We can now define constraints on a conceptual model, and query and update database states. 

3 The Data Language 

Using the functional and the relational representation of a database we propose a new (formal) 
language for defining constraints, queries and updates: 

Definition 3.1 First Order Language 
Let 4::.0, P, C, W>, <E,A, V,1,H,T::?> be a conceptual model, with 
ID = U{V(a) 1 a E A} and 'II' = U{O(V r (ull 1 u <:;; A}. 
Its first order language (FOL) LF then consists of the following elements: 

i) Alphabet 
The alphabet is the union of the following sets of symbols 

constants: ID u 'II' u 0 u F u A 
variables: {X,Y,Z,Xl,Y"Zl, ... } 
function symbols: {o,., -1, dom, rng} 
set symbols: {u,n, \,+,I><l} 
atom comparison symbols: {~, =,~} 
set comparison symbols: {C, =, :::l} 
tuple symbols: {u, 0, ., dom} 
projection symbols: {r, rn 
atom-set symbols: {E} 
logical symbols: {I\, V, ." =;., {} } 

quantors: {V, 3, $} 
punctuation symbols: {[,J, {,}, (,), I,:,;,,} 

ii) Terms 

a-terms (defining a constant or the value of a tuple for an attribute) 

every a E ID is an a-term 
if t is a t-term and a an at-term then t( a) is an a-term 

at-terms (defining attributes) 

every a E A is an at-term 
if f is an af-term and a is all at-term then f(a) is an at-term 

t-terms (defining tuple constallts and variables) 
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every t E 'JI' is a t- term 
every variable is at-term 
if a" ... , an (n E {l, 2, ... }) are at-terms and b

" 
... , bn are a-terms then 

{( a,; b,), ... , (an; bn)} is an (enlllI1erated) t-term 
if I is an f-term and t is a t-term then I(t) is at-term 
if t, and t2 are t-terms then t, U t2 is at-term 
if t is a t-term and a an as-term then t f a is at-term 
if I is an af- term and t is a t- term then t 0 I is a t- term 

s-terms (defining sets) 

every 0 E 0 is an s-term 
if t" ... , tn are t- terms then {t" ... , t n } is an (enumerated) s-term 
if I is an af-term and s is an s-term then sol is an s-term (this means overloading 
the 0 operator so it applies to sets) 
if I is an f-term and tat-term then I-It is an s-term 
if I is an f-term and s is an s-tel'm then I(s) and I-IS are s-terms 
if s, and 82 are s-terms and B is a set symbol then 8, BS 2 is an s-term 
if 8 is an s-term and a is an as-term then Oars) is an s-term 
if X is a variable and s is an s-term and q a predicate then $[X : s I q] is an s-term 
if X is a variable, s is an s-term, q is a predicate and t is a t-term with at most 
X as a free variable then $[X : s I q I t] is an s-term 
if I is an f-term, then dom(f) and rng(f) are s-terms 

I-terms (defining functions) 

every I E F is an f-term 
ifal, ... ,an) b1, ... ,bn are t-terms then {(a1;b1), ... ,(an jbn)} is an 
(enumerated) f- term 
if I and !J al:e f-terms then 10 !J is an f-term 
if I is an f-term and 8 an s-term then I f s is an f-term 

as-terms (defining sets of attributes) 

if a" ... , an are at- terms then {a" . .. , an} is an (enumerated) as- term 
if 81 and 52 are as-terms and B is a set symbol then s,B52 is an as-term 
if I is an af-term then dom(f) and rng(f) are as-terms 
if I is an af-term and s an as-term then I(s) and 1-1 8 are as-terms 
if t is a t- term then dom( t) is an as- term 

ai-terms (defining attribute functions) 

if al,' .. , am bI, ... , bn are at-tenus then {(ali bd, .. . , (an; bn)} 
is an (enlllI1erated) af-term 
if I and g are af-terms then log is an af-term 
if I is an af-term and s an as-term then I f s is an af-term 
if I is an af-term then I-I is an af-term 

terms 
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a-, as-, at-, af-, f-, s- and t-terms are ternlS 
if t is a term then (t) is also a term 
there are no other terms 

iii) Predicates 

if a, and a2 are a-terms and e is an atom comparison symbol then a,Ba2 is a 
predicate 
if t is a t-term and s an s-term then t E s is a predicate 
if S, and S2 both are t-, f-, af-, as- or s-terms and B a set comparison symbol, then 
S, BS2 is a predicate 
if q, and q2 are predicates and e is a logical symbol, different from, then 
(q, Bq2) is a predicate 
if q is a predicate then ,q is a predicate 
if X is a variable, q a predicate with at most X as a free variable 
and s is an s-term then If[X : s I q] and 3[X : s I q] are predicates 
there are no other predicates 

o 

In order to use this language we have to define the meaning (or interpretation) of the different 
terms and predicates. We do this both formally and informally. 

Definition 3.2 Interpretation 
Let <.0, P, C, W>, < E, A, V,I, H,T-:?> be a conceptual model with first orderlanguage LF. Let 
LT be the set of terms without free variables and Lc the set of closed predicates. Furthermore, 
let S be the state space for tillS model. The interpretation function Is satisfies3 : 

IE S X (LTULC) -> IDu'II'UP('II')U('II' -> 'II')UAuP(A)U (A -> A)u {T,*,.l}, where * 
is the truth-value for undefined. 
TillS means that the interpretation of a term without free variables or a closed predicate for 
a given database state can be au element of the domain of an attribute or a tuple or a set of 
tuples or a function between tuples or an attTibute or a set of attributes or a function between 
attributes or a (3-valued) truth-value. The interpretation of specific language constructs is 
described below. 

if x E ID U 'II' U A then Is( x) = x 
The interpretation of a value, tuple or attribute is itself. 

ift is a t-term and a an at-term then Is(t(a)) = Is(t)(I,(a)) 
Given a tuple t and an attribute a, the interpretatiOllof t( a) is the interpretation of t applied 
to the interpretation of a. 

if f is an af-term and a an at-term then I,(f(a)) = I,(!)£I,(a)l 
The interpretation of the application of an attribute-fmlction to an attribute is stTaightfor
ward (and yields an attribute). 

3We have underlined the "terminal" symbols. Apart from the grammatical aspect of being terminal, this also 
means that these symbols take their normal mathematical meaning. Also, we sometimes use 8 to indicat.e an 
s-term. This 8 is not to be confused with the database state 8, which occurs as suffix in 'I,. 
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if aI, ... , an are at-terms and bl , ... , bn are a-terms then 
T,({(al;bl), ... ,(an;bn)}) = {( T,(aJ); T,(bl ) ), ... ,( T,(an); T,(bn))} 
Given a series of attributes and values~ tlus is how we create ~ single tuple. 

if 0 EO then T,(o) = 8(0) 
The interpretation of an object is its "value" in the database state. Thls value is a tuple in 
the table corresponding to the object's type. 

if IE F then T,(f) = {( x .;y) I x E 8(D(f)) /I Y E s(R(f))/\ for the state graph 9 of 8 the 
following holds: < T(D(f))(x r (I(D(f)))), T(R(f))(y r (I(R(f))) >E g(f)} 
The interpretation of a function from the structure scheme (i. e. a function from object types 
to object types) is a function in the representation scheme (i.e. a function from tuple types 
to tuple types) such that when an object in the state graph 9 for 8 is mapped to another 
object, the tuple in the database state, corresponding to the first object, is mapped to the 
tuple corresponding to the second object. (see Defuution 2.5, item 3) 

if I is an f-term and t is a t-term then I,(f(t)) = I,(f)(T,(t)) 
If I is a function between objects and t a tuple, then Ht) is the corresponding function I,(f) 
on tuples, applied to t. 

if tl, t2 are t-terms then T,(t l U t2) = T,(t l ) Id T,(t2) if thls is still a function, otherwise *. 
The interpretation of the union of tuples is the Uluon (or concatenation) of their interpreta
tions, but only if they have the same value for common attributes. 

if t is a t-term and a an as-term then I,( t r a) = I,{ t) 1T,{ a) 
Thls defines the projection of a tuple t onto the set of attributes a. 

if I is an af-term and t is a t-term then I,{t a f) = I,{t) Q T,(f) 
This defines the renanling of attributes in a tuple. 

if t l , ... , tn are t-terms then I,( {tl, ... , tn}) = {T,{tJ) , ... , T,(tn)} 
Thls defines (enUl1lerated) sets of tuples. - - - -

if I is an af-term and 8 is an s-term then T,(8 a f) = it Q I,(f) It E Is(s)l 
TIllS generalizes functions on tuples to fUllctions on sets of tuples. 

if I is an f-term and tat-term then T.(f-It) = T,(f)=2.Ts(t) 
If we apply a fUllction inversely to one tuple, we obtain a (possibly empty) set of tuples, i.e. 
an s-term. Note that tillS is a non-standard way of using -I as we are using non-injective 
functions, so I-I is not a fUllction any more. 

if I is an f·term and 8 an s-term then I,(f(8)) = {I,(f)(t) I t E I,(s)} 
The interpretation of a fUllction applied to a set-of tuples is the set-of tuples whlch are the 
result of applying the interpretation of I to the each of the tuples of s. 

if I is an f-term and 8 an s-term then I,(f-1 8) = U{T,(f)-I(t) I t ~T,(s)} 
If we apply a fUllction inversely on a set of tuple0 whlch always contains tuples of only one 
tuple type), then the image is the set of inverse images of the tuples, i. e. an s-term. Tills 
again is a non-standard use of the -I operator. 

if 81 and 82 are s-terms and (J is a set symbol then T,(81(JS2) = T,(8J)!l. T,(82) 
TIllS means that the set symbols, applied to sets of tuples, take their normal meaning (in 
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the relational algebra). Note that this meaning can be mldefined (i.e .• ) if the sets are not 
"compatible" for the operation O. 

if s is an s-term and a is an as-term then Ts(TIa(s)) = {t fTs(a) I t E Ts(s) } 
This defines the projection of a set of tuples onto a set of attributes. -

if X is a variable, s an s-term, q a predicate with at most X as a free variable then Ts($[X : 
s I q]) = i Y E Ts(s) I Ts(q~') = Tl 
This defines the subset of those tuples of s that satisfy predicate q. 

if X is a variable, sans-term, q a predicate and tat-term with at most X as free variable 
then Ts($[X : s I q I t]) = iTs(t~) lyE Ts(s) A Ts(q;) = Tl 
This defines a set of tuples, which is derived from the subset of those tuples y of s that 
satisfy predicate q, by interpreting the t-term t. (We will give an example later on to show 
the use of this construction.) 

if f is an f-term and 0 E {dom,rng} then T,(O(f)) = O(T,(f) ) 
The domain and range of a fmlction are sets of tuples. -

if al, ... ,an,b!, ... ,b" are t-terms then Ts({(al;bl), .. ·,(a,,;b,,)}) is {(Ts(aJ)iTs(bl)1'''1 
(Ts( a,,);Ts(b,,))} 
This is -;'n enumerated function between tuples. 

if f and 9 are f-terms then Ts(f 0 g) = Ts(f) Q Ts(g) 
The 0 operator keeps its mathematical meaning for concatenating filllctions. 

if f is an f-term, sans-term then Ts(ff s) = Ts(f) fTs(s) 
The f operator keeps its mathematical meaning for restricting the domain of a filllction. 

ifa!, . .. ,an are at-terms then Ts({aJ,' .. ,a,,}) = {Ts(al), ... ,Ts(an)} 
This is how we define an enill1lerated set of attributes. - - -

if Sl and S2 are as-terms and 0 is a set symbol then Ts(SIOSZ) = Ts(sJ) !l. Ts(sz) 
The set symbols keep their mathematical meaning for sets of attributes. 

if f is an af-term and 0 E {dom,rng} then Ts(O(f)) = O(Ts(f) ) 
The domain and range of a attribute-fmlction are setsof attributes. 

if f is an af-term and s an as-term then Ts(f(s)) = Ts(f) (Ts(s) ) and Ts(f-I s) = Ts(ft~!..Ts( s) 
This is the straightforward generalization of the renanling of attributes (and its inverse) to 
sets of attributes. 

ift is a t-term then Ts(dom(t)) == dom(Ts(t)) 
The domain of a tuple is a set of attributes. 

if at, ... , an, b1, ... 1 bn aJ.'e at- terms then 
Ts( {( al; bJ), ... , (a,,; b,,)}) == {(Ts( al);Ts (bJ)), ... , (Ts( a,,);Ts(b,,))} 
This defines an (enill1lerated)fmlctio~1 on attributes. - -

if f and 9 are af-terms then Ts(f 0 g) = Ts(f) Q Ts(g). 
The concatenation of two renamings 1S still a renaming. 

if f is an af~term and s an as-term then T,(f f s) = Ts(f)lTs(s) 
The restriction of a renaming to a subset of the attributes is still a renaming. 

12 



if f is an af-term then I,(I-') '" ii x iy21 (y;x) E I,(I) 1-
if t is a term then I,( (t) ) '" I,(t) 

This says that parentheses have no meaning (other than to indicate grouping). 

if a, and a2 are a-terms and 0 is an atom comparison symbol then Is( a, Oa2 = I,( a,) It Is( a2). 
Depending on the "type" of the a- terms the operator 0 mayor may not be defined. 

if t is a t-term and 8 an s-term then I,(t E 8) '" I,(t) £. I,(8) 

if 8, and 82 both are t-, f-, af-, or s-terms and 0 is a set comparison symbol, then I,(8,082) '" 
I s(8,) (lIs(82) 

if q, and q2 are predicates and 0 is a logical symbol, different from , then I,( q, Oq2) 
I,(q,) ItI,(q2) 

if q is a predicate then I,(,q) = :c.Is(q) 

if X is a variable, q a predicate and 8 an s-term then I.(,£[X : s I q]) '" 
T if for all y E I,(8) we have I,(q:) = T, 
-L if there exists ayE I,( 8), such that I,( q;) '" -L, and * otherwise. 

Is(~[X : 8 I q]) '" 
T if there exists ayE I,(8) such that I,(q;) '" T, 

-L if for all ayE I,(s), we have I,(q;) = -L, and * otherwise. 
o 

From a first order language, defined according to definition 3.1, we deduce the following 3 classes 
of constructs: 

Definition 3.3 Data Language 
Let < O,P,C, W >, < E,A, V,I,H,T:::V be a conceptual model and let LF be a first order 
language, where the alphabet is extended with the symbols?, T, 1 and;. The data language LD 
then contains LF and the following elements: 

i) constraints 
Every predicate in LF, without free variables is a constraint. Lc is the sublallguage of LF, 
containing only constraints. 

ii) quene8 
Let X be a variable, let 8 be an s-term and let q be a predicate with at most X as free 
variable, then ?[X : 8 I q] is a query. 
Let t be a t-term with at most X as free variable, then ?[X : 8 I q I t] is also a query. 
?[X : 8 I q] is just a shorthand for ?[X : s I q I X]. LQ is the sublanguage of LD, containing 
only queries. 
Intuitively the construct ?[X : s I q I t] is analogous to the SQL construct 
select t from 8 where q. 
The construct ?[X : s I q] is simply select * from s where q. 
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iii) "pdates 
Let 0 EO, f E F, 8" 82 be s- terms, j" 12 be f- terms without free variables, such that 8, and 
j, both are elllUllerated, then: 0 T s" 0 L S2, f T j" f L 12 are updates. 
T indicates insertion, L indicates deletion. Since the insertion adds information, not yet 
present in the database, the added information must be enumerated. 
If ", and "2 are updates, then "1; "2 is also an update. Lu is the sublanguage of Lv, 
containing only update-expressions of the form above. 

o 

Example 3.1 Recall the Student-Professor database given in Examples 2.1 and 2.2. Consider 
the following constraint: "A student who is also a professor crull10t get a scholru·ship." In OUI" 
data language we can write tlus as: 

\i[X : student I s·isa(X) E rng(p-isa) => ,(X E dom(scllOlru'ship))J 

This constraint is described using only elements of the structUI"e scheme. Now consider the 
following constraint: "If a person is both a professor and a student then his empno must be the 
SaIne as his studno." 

\i[S: student I \i[P: professor I s-isa(S) = p-isa(P) => P(empno) = S(studno)lJ 

Finally, consider the following query: "List the naInes of the professors, who are also a student 
and who (as a student) have a loru1 of at least 10.000, together with the aInount of their loan." 

'![X : professor w dom(loan) I X(loaIl) 2: 10.000 I X r {naIne,loan}J 

o 

Definition 3.4 Restricted State Space 
Let <t: O,P,C, W>,< E,A, V,I,H,T;> be a conceptual model with first order language LF 
and interpretation function I as in defuution 3.2, ruld let SoC <;; Lc be a set of constraints then 
the restricted state space SR is: SR = {s E Sf I \i [q : SoCI I,(q) = T]} o 

4 Future Research 

We have emiched the data laIlguage for functional data models using the relational representa· 
tion which exists for every functional structUI"e scheme. 

We WaIlt to investigate the expressive power of the new data language more extensively. A 
comparison to more pUI"ely functionallaIlguages such as Daplex [5J and to relationallaIlguages 
such as the relational algebra, tuple calculus or SQL [4J will be carried out. Also, a comparison 
with the logic-based language COL shonld be performed, as one CaIl also express queries on both 
functional and relational schemes in COL [lJ. 

Apart from a theoretical comparison of the expressive power of these languages it is also im
portrult to verify whether using relational representations will enable us to futd short and easy 
formulations of queries, updates or constl'aints that ru'e very difficult to describe using only the 
functional or only the relational model. 
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